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w xIn 2 we introduced a conjecture relating the number of ordinary
irreducible characters with a given defect in a given p-block B of a finite
group G to the numbers of such characters with the same defect in
corresponding blocks b of certain p-local subgroups of G. A similar
w xconjecture for projective blocks of G was studied in 3 . There are a large
number of other forms of these conjectures. At least seven different ones
w xare mentioned in 4 ! Our goal in this paper is to show that one of those
w xforms, the ``Invariant Projective Conjecture'' 4, 4.7 , is valid for any
projective block B of G having a cyclic defect group D. The exact
statement of this form will be found in Conjecture 7.9 below. Its proof for
blocks with cyclic defect groups is given in Theorem 7.11 below.
When the cyclic defect group D is non-trivial, it has a unique subgroup
ÄD of prime order p. After suitable reductions, the invariant projective
conjecture for B follows from Theorem 6.1 below, which states that every
irreducible character in B has height zero, and that there is a ``natural''
 .bijection G of the set Irr B of all such characters onto the corresponding
Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .set Irr B for the unique projective block B of the normalizer G s N DG
inducing B. The bijection G is ``natural'' enough to be invariant under
conjugation by any element t in any extension group E of G such that t
Ä w xfixes both B and B. The construction of G is based on ideas of Feit 6 .
We use his arguments in Section 4 below to prove Theorem 4.3, which is
Theorem 6.1 for ordinary blocks. The transition from ordinary blocks to
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w xprojective blocks is handled using the finite covering groups of 3 . This
technique reduces Theorem 6.1 to Theorem 5.3 below, which is a version
of Theorem 4.3 for certain covering groups. This last result is derived from
w xTheorem 4.3 using ideas of Laradji 9 .
In some sense this proof of Theorem 7.11 is not very pretty. The most
elegant demonstration would be based on the observation that the entire
theory of blocks with cyclic defect groups is just as valid for projective
blocks as it is for ordinary blocks. However, verifying this observation
would require a book-length paper redoing that theory for projective
blocks. Such an article would be too long for our purposes here. So, just as
w xin 3 , we have contented ourselves with the use of finite covering groups to
reduce projective block theory to ordinary block theory.
The present paper is only the first of two on this subject. The most
w xdifficult form of the conjecture, the ``Inductive Conjecture'' 4, 5.8 , is also
valid for blocks with cyclic defect groups. The proof of this fact depends on
some long, delicate calculations with Clifford extensions for both charac-
ters and modules. We hope to present it some day in part two of this
w x w xarticle. But first we have to write the next paper in the sequence 2 , 3 ,
giving the background necessary to understand this inductive form of the
conjecture.
Even the present weaker form of the conjecture is quite useful. The
inductive form of the conjecture is equivalent to the invariant projective
 .form when the outer automorphism group Out G of G is cyclic. This is
notably the case if G is a sporadic simple group or a simple alternating
group with degree different from 6. So our present theorem proves the
strongest form of the conjecture for all those groups G and for all primes
p such that the Sylow p-subgroup of G is cyclic. This reduces considerably
the work required to verify that conjecture for such G, a verification which
is a necessary step in the proposed proof of the conjecture for all groups.
1. TWISTED GROUP ALGEBRAS
w xOur notation for finite groups is quite standard, and follows that of 2 .
Let H be any finite multiplicative group. We write I F H to indicate that
I is a subgroup of H, and I - H to indicate that the subgroup I is
properly contained in H. To say, in addition, that the subgroup I is normal
in H, we write I 1 H and I 1 H, respectively. We use exponential
notation for conjugation, so that s t s ty1st and It s ty1It for any
s , t g H and any I F H. The normalizer of any I F H in any J F H is
 .  . w xwritten as N I , and the centralizer as C I . We denote by I, J theJ J
w x y1 y1subgroup of H generated by all commutators s , t s s t st of ele-
ments s g I with elements t g J.
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w x w xWe use the same conventions about rings and algebras as in 2 or 3 . So
any ring or algebra B is associative, with an identity element 1 whichB
 .acts as the identity on any B-module. We write Z B for the center of B ,
 .and U B for the unit group of B.
Our terminology for group-graded algebras and twisted group algebras
w x comes from 3, Sect. 5 , which contains proofs or, at least, references to
.proofs for any unsupported statement we make about them. Let H be any
finite group and let S be any non-zero commutative ring. By an H-graded
S-algebra B we mean an S-algebra, also called B , together with an
H-grading for B , i.e., a decomposition
?
B s B 1.1 . s
sgH
of the S-module B as a direct sum of S-submodules whose products in
the algebra B satisfy
B B : B 1.2 .s t st
for any s , t g H. The identity component B is an S-subalgebra of B1
containing 1 . The s-component B of B is a two-sided B -submoduleB s 1
of B for each s g H.
w xIf I is any subset of H, then B I denotes the two-sided B -submodule1
?
w xB I s B 1.3 . s
sgI
w xof B. When I is a subgroup of H, the submodule B I is an S-subalge-
 . w xbra of B containing 1 . In that case the I-grading 1.3 makes B I anB
I-graded S-algebra.
 .For any s g H, the elements of the set B l U B are called thes
 .graded units of B with degree s . The set GrU B of all graded units of B
 .is a subgroup of U B . If B is non-zero, then the map sending any graded
 .unit u of B to its degree deg u is a well-defined homomorphism of the
 .  .group GrU B into H with kernel U B . An H-graded S-algebra is an1
S-crossed product of H if it is non-zero and contains graded units of every
possible degree s g H.
From now on we assume that B is a twisted group algebra of H over S ,
i.e., an S-crossed product of H whose identity component
B s S1 , S 1.4 .1 B
is isomorphic to S as an S-algebra. It follows that each s-component of
B is a free S-module
B s Su , S 1.5 .s
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 .of rank one with any graded unit u g GrU B of degree s as a basis.
 .Furthermore, the degree epimorphism of GrU B onto H can be com-
 .  .bined with the isomorphism s ¬ s1 of U S onto U B to form anB 1
exact sequence
?1 degB 6 6X B : 1 ª U S GrU B H ª 1 1.6 .  .  .  .
 .  .making GrU B a central extension of U S by H. This central extension
determines the twisted group algebra B to within isomorphisms, and vice
versa.
w xIf I F H, then the I-graded S-subalgebra B I of the twisted group
algebra B is a twisted group algebra of I over S. The s-components
w x w xB I and B of B I and B coincide for any s g I. So do the setss s
w x  w x.  .B I l U B I and B l U B of graded units with degree s in theses s
 w x.two twisted group algebras. It follows that the central extension GrU B I
 .  .of U S by I is just the restriction of the central extension GrU B of
 .U S by H.
There is a well-defined conjugation action of the group H as automor-
phisms of the S-algebra underlying its twisted group algebra B. In this
action any t g H sends any x g B to
xt s x u s uy1 xu g B , 1.7 .
where u is any graded unit of B with degree t . This is related to the
conjugation action of t on the group H by the equations
tt tw x w xtB s B and B I s B I , 1.8 .  .s s
which hold for any s , t g H and any I F H. The subalgebra of all
w xelements of B I fixed under conjugation by every s g I is just the center
Iw x w xB I s Z B I 1.9 . .
w xof B I for any I F H.
We usually consider the group algebra S H of H over S to be a
twisted group algebra of H over S , with the H-grading
?
S H s Ss 1.10 .
sgH
and the s-component
S H s Ss 1.11 .  .s
 .w xfor any s g H. Then the twisted subgroup algebra S H I is just the
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group algebra S I for any subgroup I F H. Furthermore, any element
t g H is also a graded unit of S H with degree t . So the above conjuga-
tion action of H on its twisted group algebra S H coincides with the usual
action of H on S H induced by conjugation in the group H.
Suppose that the ground ring S is a field E. We say that a twisted
group algebra B of H over E is totally split or that E is a totally splitting
. w xfield for B , if E is a splitting field for the E-subalgebra B I of B
 w x.whenever I is a subgroup of H see 3, 6.2 . In that case E is also a total
w xsplitting field for each twisted subgroup algebra B I of B. Similarly, we
say that that the finite group H is totally split over E , or that E is a total
splitting field for H, if E is a splitting field for each subgroup I of H. This
happens if and only if the group algebra E H is totally split as a twisted
group algebra of H over E.
2. CHARACTERS AND BLOCKS
w xWe use the same ground rings as in 3, 7.1 .
 . 2.1 Throughout this paper we fix a local principal ideal domain i.e, a
.real discrete ¨aluation ring R. We denote by F the field of fractions of R , by
p the unique maximal ideal of R , and by F the residue class field Rrp of
R. We assume that F has characteristic zero, and that the characteristic of F
is a prime, which we denote by p.
w xAside from the above objects, 3, 7.1 also fixed a finite group G and a
totally split twisted group algebra A of G over F. In the present paper G
will be embedded as a normal subgroup in some extension group E, which
w xwill play the same role here as G played in 3 . Thus
 .2.2 We fix a finite group E and a totally split twisted group algebra A
of E o¨er the field F.
Of course the twisted group algebra A could be the group algebra F E
 .with its natural E-grading 1.10 , in which case we are talking about a
finite group E such that F is a splitting field for each subgroup of E. This
w xis the basic situation in 2, 5.1 , with the group G discussed there replaced
by our present E.
w x w xIn general we can apply any result from 3 or 2 to our present situation
by replacing the group G in those papers by the present E. For example, if
w xH is any subgroup of E, then A H is a split, semi-simple algebra of finite
w x  w x.dimension over the field F by 3, 7.2 . We write Irr A H for the finite
w xset of all irreducible F-characters of A H . When A is F E, the set
 w x.  .Irr A H becomes the set Irr F H of all irreducible F-characters of H
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w x  w x.discussed in 2 . We denote by 1 the primitive idempotent of Z A Hc
 w x. wcorresponding to a given c g Irr A H . By a theorem of Schur 8,
x  . < <  .V.24.3 , the degree c 1 of c divides the order H of H. We write d c
for the defect of c , the largest non-negative integer d such that pd divides
< <  .H rc 1 .
 .It follows from 1.8 that conjugation by any t g E is an isomorphism of
w x w t xA H onto A H as F-algebras. This isomorphism induces a bijection of
 w x.  w t x.  w x.Irr A H onto Irr A H , sending any c g Irr A H to the unique
t  w t x.conjugate character c g Irr A H satisfying the equivalent conditions
t t t
t1 s 1 and c x s c x 2.3 .  .  . .c c
w x  .for any x g A H . In particular, the normalizer N H acts in this way onE
 w x.  w x.the set Irr A H . Since any t g H centralizes Z A H under conjugation
  ..see 1.9 we see that
 .2.4 If H F E, then conjugation in the twisted group algebra A induces
 .  w x.an action of the factor group N H rH on the set Irr A H .E
w xAn H-graded R-suborder T of A H is any R-suborder T of the
w xF-algebra A H such that
?
T s A l T . . s
sgH
This decomposition is then an H-grading, making T an H-graded R-order
whose s-component
T s A l Ts s
w xis an R-sublattice of A for any s g H. We know from 3, 7.8 that theres
w xis a unique maximal H-graded R-suborder of A H containing all such T.
w xWhen H is E we follow the notation of 3 and call this unique suborder
O. Thus
 .2.5 O is the unique maximal E-graded R-suborder of A.
w xFor arbitrary subgroups H F E, this unique maximal suborder is O H by
w x w3, 10.1 . If A is F E, then the suborder O is R E by the remarks after 3,
x w x7.8 . In that case O H is R H for any H F E.
w xWe know from 3, 7.8 that O is always a twisted group algebra of E
over R , and that any graded unit u of O with degree t g E is also a
 .graded unit of A with the same degree t . This and 1.7 imply that
 .2.6 The conjugation action of any t g E on the twisted group algebra
A of E o¨er F restricts to the conjugation action of t on the twisted group
algebra O of E o¨er R.
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So in the future we shall only speak of the ``conjugation action of t g E on
O ,'' without specifying whether that conjugation is with respect to A or
O.
w x w xWe follow 3, 7.11 in defining the p-blocks of A H , for any H F E, to
w xbe the blocks of the unique maximal H-graded R-suborder O H of
w x  w x. w xA H . So the set Blk O H of all blocks of O H is also the set of all
w x  w x.  .p-blocks of A H . Notice that Blk O H becomes the set Blk R H of all
 w x.p-blocks of the group H when A is F E. If b g Blk O H , then 1b
 w x.denotes the corresponding primitive idempotent of Z O H , and vb
 w x.denotes the central character in b, the unique epimorphism of Z O H
 w x.onto F as R-algebras sending 1 to 1 see 3, 7.9 .b F
 w x.As usual, we say that a character c g Irr A H belongs to a block
 w x.b g Blk O H , or that b contains c , if 1 is a primitive constituent of thec
 w x.idempotent 1 in Z A H , i.e., ifb
1 1 s 1 1 s 1 . 2.7 .b c c b c
This happens if and only if v is the composition of the epimorphismb
 .  w x.crc 1 of Z O H onto R with the natural epimorphism of R onto its
factor ring F s Rrp. It also happens if and only if multiplication by 1 isb
w xthe identity map on any simple A H -module affording c . We denote by
 .  w x.Irr b the set of all characters c g Irr A H belonging to b. Then
 w x.  .  w x.Irr A H is the disjoint union of its subsets Irr b for b g Blk O H . If
 w x.  . w xc g Irr A H , then B c will denote the unique p-block of A H con-
taining c .
 .  .It follows from 2.6 and 1.8 that conjugation by any t g E restricts to
w x w t xan isomorphism of O H onto O H as R-orders. This isomorphism
 w x.  w t x.induces a bijection of Blk O H onto Blk O H , sending any p-block b
w x t w t xof A H to the unique conjugate p-block b of A H satisfying the
equivalent conditions
t t
t t1 s 1 and v z s v z 2.8 .  .  .  .b b b b
 w x.for any z g Z O H . This conjugation restricts to an action of the group
 .  w x.  .N H on the set Blk O H . Because the subgroup H 1 N H central-E E
 w x.  . w xizes Z O H by 1.9 , it fixes every p-block of A H . Hence
 .2.9 If H F E, then conjugation in the twisted group algebra A induces
 .  w x.an action of the factor group N H rH on the set Blk O H .E
We should remark that
tt tw xB c s B c g Blk O H 2.10 .  .  . .
 w x.  .  .for any c g Irr A H and t g E. This follows easily from 2.3 , 2.7 , and
 .2.8 .
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 . w xIn view of 1.9 the central character v in any p-block b of A H is anb
Hw x  w x.epimorphism of O H s Z O H onto the field F of characteristic p.
w x w xSo Green's theory 7 for the H-order O H gives us a unique H-con-
 .  w x.jugacy class Def b of p-subgroups of G see 3, 9.3 . The members of
 .Def b are called the defect groups of b. They are the minimal elements
 .under inclusion in the family D b of all subgroups P F H such that the
w xH H  w xP . H w xPimage O H s tr O H of the usual trace map tr : O H ªP P P
w xHO H satisfies the equivalent conditions
H Hw x w x1 g O H and v O H s F . .P Pb b
The common order of these defect groups has the form pd b., where the
 .non-negative integer d b is the defect of b. When A is F E these objects
are the usual defect groups and defect of the p-block b of H, as defined in
w x5 .
 w x.The height of any character c g Irr A H is the integer
h c s d B c y d c . 2.11 .  .  .  . .
w xThis integer is non-negative by 3, 9.10 . It agrees with the usual height of
w xthe irreducible F-character c of H, as defined in 5 , when A is F E.
w xWe recall the definition of induced blocks from 3, 10.5 . Let K be any
O w H x w xsubgroup of H. We denote by pr the projection of O H onto itsO w K x
w xsummand O K in the direct sum decomposition
Çw x w x w xO H s O K q O H y K .
w xBy 3, 10.4 this projection is an identity-preserving R-linear map sending
 w x.  w x.Z O H into Z O K .
DEFINITION 2.12. Let K be any subgroup of a subgroup H F E, and let
w xb be any p-block of A K . If the composite map
O w H x w xv (pr : Z O H ª F .b O w K x
is an epimorphism of R-algebras, then it is the central character v in ab
w xunique p-block b of A H . In that case we say that b is induced by b and
write b s b A w H x. Otherwise the induced block b A w H x is not defined.
When A is F E this induction of blocks is just the usual Brauer
H w xcorrespondence b ¬ b as defined in 5 .
 w x .For any p-subgroup P of H, we denote by Blk O H ¬ P the set of all
 w x. w xb g Blk O H having P as a defect group. We know from 3, 10.15 that
w xBrauer's First Main Theorem holds for p-blocks of A H , i.e., that
 .  w  .x .2.13 Induction of blocks is a bijection of Blk O N P ¬ P ontoH
 w x .Blk O H ¬ P whene¨er P is a p-subgroup of a subgroup H F E.
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 w  .x .  w x .The inverse image b g Blk O N P ¬ P of any b g Blk O H ¬ PP H
under this inductive bijection is called the P-Brauer correspondent of b.
w  .xThus b is the unique p-block of A N P having D as a defect groupP H
and inducing b. In fact, the Brauer correspondent b is the only p-block ofP
w  .x  w x.A N P inducing b see 3, 10.15 .H
3. WEAKLY CLOSED SUBGROUPS
As we mentioned earlier, the group G we care about is a normal
 .subgroup of the finite group E in 2.2 . Instead of the factor group ErG
we take an arbitrary image F of E under an epimorphism « with kernel
G. Thus for the rest of the paper we fix « , F, and G satisfying
 .3.1 « is an epimorphism of E onto a group F, and G is the kernel
of « .
In other words, we fix an exact sequence
1 «} 6 61 ª G E F ª 1 3.2 .
of finite groups.
 .Any subgroup H F G has both a normalizer N H in G and aG
 .  .normalizer N H in E. It also has a ``normalizer'' N H in F, namelyE F
  ..  .the image « N H of N H . So H really has a whole exact sequence ofE E
normalizers
1 «
}
6 6
1 ª N H N H N H ª 1. 3.3 .  .  .  .G E F
A similar exact sequence relates the centralizers of H in G and E to the
 .   ..``centralizer'' C H s « C H of H in F. Notice that the normalizerF E
 .N H depends only on the G-conjugacy class of H, i.e., thatF
N Ht s N H 3.4 .  .  .F F
 t .  .« t .for any H F G and t g G. This holds because N H s N H andF F
 .« t s 1.
We are also going to fix B and D satisfying
 . w x3.5 B is a p-block of A G , and D is a defect group of B.
ÄThen D is a p-subgroup of G. Recall that a subgroup D F D is weakly
Ät Äclosed in D with respect to E if the only E-conjugate D of D contained
Ä Äin D is D itself. The example we always have in mind for D is the unique
 .subgroup V D of order p in D when D is non-trivial and cyclic. But for
Äthe moment we just fix an arbitrary D satisfying
Ä .3.6 D is a weakly closed subgroup of D with respect to E.
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Ä Ä ÄThen we define G, E, and F to be the normalizers
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄG s N D , E s N D , F s N D 3.7 . .  .  .G E F
Äof D in G, E, and F, respectively. So we have an exact sequence
1 «} 6 6Ä Ä Ä1 ª G E F ª 1 3.8 .
Ä .of groups corresponding to 3.2 . Of course, we also want a p-block B of
Äw xA G corresponding to B.
ÄPROPOSITION 3.9. In the abo¨e situation there is a unique p-block B of
Äw x w xA G inducing the p-block B of A G . The defect group D of B is also a
Ä  .  .defect group of B. Its normalizer N D in G is also its normalizer N D inÄG G
ÄG. Furthermore, the D-Brauer correspondent B of B is also the D-BrauerD
Ä Äcorrespondent B of B.D
Ä  .Proof. The weakly closed subgroup D is certainly normal in N D .G
Ä Ä .  .Hence N D is a subgroup of G s N D . It follows that D is aG G
Ä  .  .p-subgroup of G with N D s N D . The D-Brauer correspondent BÄG G D
w  .xof B is now a p-block of A N D having D as a defect group, i.e., aÄG
 w  .x .  .member of Blk O N D ¬ D . So 2.13 implies that B induces a p-blockÄG D
Ä Äw xB of A G having D as a defect group and B as its D-Brauer correspon-D
Äw xdent. The transitivity of block induction 3, 10.6 implies that B induces the
w xsame p-block B of A G as B does. So we can complete the proof of theD
X Äw xproposition by showing that any p-block B of A G inducing B is equal
Äto B.
X X Ä ÄLet D be any defect group of B . The normal p-subgroup D of G is
X w x X Xcontained in D by 3, 9.8 . Since B induces B, its defect group D is
w xcontained in some defect group of B by 3, 10.12 . Hence there exists some
Ä X t Ät g G such that D F D F D . Because D is weakly closed in D, it must
Ät t Ä Ä .be equal to its G-conjugate D F D . Therefore t lies in G s N D .G
X Ä X ty1 .Thus we may replace D by its G-conjugate D , and assume that
Ä XD F D F D.
ÄSince D is weakly closed in D with respect to G, the above inclusions
imply that it is weakly closed in DX with respect to G. So DX is a
Ä X X X .  .p-subgroup of G such that N D s N D . Hence the D -Brauer corre-ÄG G
X X w  X .x XXspondent B of B is a p-block of A N D having D as a defectD G
 . w x X Xgroup. By 2.13 the p-block B of A G induced by B also has D as a
defect group and BX X as its DX-Brauer correspondent. But D is a defectD
group of B. This and the above inclusions imply that DX s D and BX X s B .D D
X Ä Äw xTherefore B is the p-block B of A G induced by B , and the proposi-D
tion is proved.
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ÄFrom now on B will denote the unique block in the preceding proposi-
tion.
 .  .  .In view of 2.4 and 2.9 the exact sequence 3.2 can be used to transfer
 w x.  w x.the conjugation actions of E on the sets Irr A G and Blk O G to
actions of F on those two sets, with any r g F acting in the same way as
 .  .  .any t g E such that « t s r. We denote by N B and N B theE F
 w x.stabilizers of B g Blk O G in E and F, respectively. Then we have the
exact sequence
1 «} 6 61 ª G N B N B ª 1 3.10 .  .  .E F
of finite groups. Similarly, we have an exact sequence
1 «} 6 61 ª G N x N x ª 1 3.11 .  .  .E F
 .  .of finite groups formed from the stabilizers N x and N x of anyE F
 w x.  .x g Irr A G in E and F, respectively. It follows from 2.10 that the
 .  w x.  .  .subset Irr B of Irr A G is invariant under both N B and N B , andE F
that
 .  .  .3.12 If x lies in Irr B , then the exact sequence 3.11 is a subse-
 .  .  .quence of the exact sequence 3.10 , i.e., N x and N x are subgroups ofE F
 .  .N B and N B , respecti¨ ely.E F
Evidently we can make similar constructions with the exact sequence
Ä Ä . w x  .3.8 and the p-block B of A G in place of 3.2 and B, respectively. Thus
Ä Ä Ä w x.  w x.the conjugation actions of E on the sets Irr A G and Blk O G induce
Äactions of F on those two sets. We have an exact sequence
1 «} 6 6Ä Ä1 ª G N B N B ª 1 3.13 . .  .Ä ÄE F
Ä Ä Ä .  .of finite groups formed from the stabilizers N B and N B of B gÄ ÄE F
Ä Ä Ä w x.Blk O G in F and F, respectively. We also have an exact sequence
1 «} 6 61 ª G N x N x ª 1 3.14 .  .  .Ä ÄÄ ÄE F
 .  .of finite groups formed from the stabilizers N x and N x of anyÄ ÄÄ ÄE F
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä w x.  .  w x.x g Irr A G in E and F, respectively. The subset Irr B of Irr A G isÄ
Ä Ä .  .invariant under both N B and N B . Furthermore,Ä ÄE F
 .  .3.15 The exact sequence 3.14 is a subsequence of the exact sequence
Ä .  .3.13 whene¨er x lies in Irr B .Ä
ÄThe tight connection between B and B forces their stabilizers in F and
ÄF to coincide.
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 .PROPOSITION 3.16. The stabilizer N B of B in F is also the stabilizerF
Ä Ä Ä .N B of B in F.ÄF
Ä Ä .Proof. Any element t g N B normalizes both G and G. This andÄE
 . O wG x1.8 imply that conjugation by t leaves invariant the projection pr ofÄO wG x
Ä Äw x w xO G onto O G . Since conjugation by t also fixes B, it follows from this
Äw xand Definition 2.12 that it fixes the p-block B of A G induced by B.
Ä .  .Hence N B F N B andÄE E
Ä ÄN B s « N B F « N B s N B . .  . .  .  . .Ä ÄF E E F
 .Now let t be any element in N B . Conjugation by t must permuteE
among themselves the defect groups of B. Since these defect groups form
 . t ra single G-conjugacy class Def B , there is some r g G such that D s D .
 .  .Because 3.10 is exact, the element r lies in N B . It follows thatE
y1  .  .s s tr lies in N D l N B .E E
Ä ÄSince D is weakly closed in D with respect to E, its normalizer E in E
Ä Ä .contains N D . Thus s is an element of E normalizing both G and G.E
Äw x w xThis implies that induction of blocks from A G to A G is s-invariant. It
Ä Äw xfollows that s must fix the unique p-block B of A G inducing the
s Äw x  .p-block B s B of A G . Hence s lies in N B . Since r lies in theÄE
kernel G of « , we conclude that
Ä« t s « s « r s « s g N B . .  .  .  .  .ÄF
 .But t was an arbitrary element of N B . ThereforeE
ÄN B s « N B F N B , .  .  . . ÄF E F
and the proof of the proposition is complete.
Ä Ä .  .In view of the above proposition the action of N B on Irr B inducedÄF
 .by conjugation in A via the exact sequence 3.13 is also an action of the
Ä .  .  .  .equal group N B . In this way both Irr B and Irr B become N B -sets.F F
Ä .  .Thus it makes sense to speak of an isomorphism of Irr B onto Irr B as
 .N B -sets. We are going to show in Theorem 6.1 below that such anF
Äisomorphism exists when D is a non-trivial cyclic p-group and D is its
 .unique subgroup V D of order p. Before doing so, we must first handle
the special case where A s F E.
4. THE ORDINARY THEOREM
During the next two sections the twisted group algebra A of E over F
 .will be the group algebra F E with its natural E-grading 1.10 . For
w x  .reasons explained in 2, Sect. 4 , our assumption in 2.2 that F is a total
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splitting field for A s F E, i.e., a splitting field for every subgroup H F E,
implies that all the results of block theory over complete valuation rings
also hold over our present R. So we shall use those results freely even
w xthough their statements in standard sources, such as 5 , refer only to
complete valuation rings.
We are going to use some standard facts about Brauer roots of blocks.
Let P be a defect group of a p-block b of a subgroup H F E. The
 .P-Brauer correspondent b of b is a p-block of N P . Because P is aP H
 . w xnormal p-subgroup of N P , a result of Brauer 5, V.3.10 tells us thatH
 .  .there is a unique N P -conjugacy class of p-blocks b of PC PH H
inducing b . We call any such b a P-Brauer root of b. The stabilizerP
 .  .N P, b of b in N P is the inertial subgroup for b. We often denoteH H
 . w xthis inertial subgroup by T b , following the notation in 5 . The inertial
index
e b s N P , b : PC P .  .  .G H
depends only on the block b, and not on the choices of P and b. A
w xtheorem of Brauer 5, V.5.2 tells us that
 .  .4.1 The inertial index e b is always relati¨ ely prime to p.
Our field F is big enough that we can define the Brauer character f ofV
Xany finite dimensional right F H-module V. We denote by H the set ofp
all pX-elements in H. Let m be the least common multiple of the orders of
the elements in H X . Since F is a splitting field for each subgroup of H,p
there is some primitive mth root of unity r in F. Clearly r lies in the
integrally closed subring R of F , and its image r s r q p is a primitive
mth-root of unity in F s Rrp. So the natural epimorphism of R onto F
 :restricts to an isomorphism of the group r of all mth-roots of unity in F
 :onto the group r of all mth-roots of unity in F. The Brauer character
f is a function from H X to R. It sends any s g H X to the sumV p p
f s s r q ??? qr g R .V 1 n
 :of the unique elements r , . . . , r g r whose respective images r , . . . , r1 n 1 n
 :  .g r are all the eigenvalues counting multiplicities of the F-linear
transformation ¨ ¬ ¨s of V.
Before going any farther, we should remark that the existence of a
primitive mth-root of unity r in F implies that F is a splitting field for
F H. Since H is an arbitrary subgroup of E, we conclude that
 .4.2 F is a total splitting field for E.
 .We write IBr R H for the finite set of all Brauer characters f U
afforded by simple right F H-modules U. Since any such U is determined
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to within F H-isomorphisms by its Brauer character f , it follows fromU
 .  .4.2 that the characters in IBr R H correspond one-to-one to the isomor-
phism classes of absolutely irreducible H-modules in characteristic p. If b
 .  .is a p-block of H, then IBr b will denote the subset of all f g IBr R H
belonging to b, in the sense that multiplication by the natural image 1 ofb
1 in F H is the identity map on any simple right F H-module U affordingb
 .  .f. Given any f g IBr R H , we denote by B f the unique block b g
 .Blk R H to which f belongs.
Our object in this section is to prove
 .THEOREM 4.3. Suppose that A s F E, that the defect group D in 3.5 is
Ä  .non-tri¨ ial and cyclic, and that D is its unique subgroup V D of order p.
Ä .  .Then e¨ery character in either Irr B or Irr B has height zero. Furthermore,
Ä .  .  .Irr B is isomorphic to Irr B as an N B -set.F
w xTo do so we shall use many of the results in 5, Chap. VII about blocks
with cyclic defect groups. In translating those results from the notation of
w x5 to that used here, notice that our G, B, and D are the objects with the
w x  . < < a w xsame names in 5 . We set a s d B , so that D s p as on 5, p. 269 . Our
Ä Äw xsubgroup D F D of order p is called D in 5 . Its normalizer G in G isay1
Ä Äw x  w x.called both G and N in 5 see 5, pp. 269 and 272 . So our p-block Bay1
Ä w x  w x.is the p-block B s B in 5 see 5, pp. 270 and 272 .ay1
Our ground rings F , R , and F correspond to K, R, and R, respectively,
w x  .in 5 . It follows from 4.2 that F is a total splitting field for G. Hence we
Ã w xmay choose the extension field K of K defined on 5, p. 270 to be K s F.
Ã Ã ÃThen the integral closure R of R in K is just R s R , and the block B of
Ã ÃRG lying over B is just B. Clearly B and B have the same inertial index
Ãe s e B s e B s e, .  . Ã
w x wwhich divides p y 1 by 5, VII.1.3 . The set L of indices defined on 5, p.
x276 now has cardinality
< < aL s p y 1 re 4.4 .  .
w x  .by 5, VII.2.11 . It also satisfies the assumption ) on that same page. So
Ã w xwe may apply all of the results for the case K s K in 5, Chap. VII to our
present situation.
w xWe know from 5, VII.2.1 that there are exactly e distinct characters
 . w x < <  af , . . . , f in IBr B . By 5, VII.2.12 there are exactly e q L s e q p1 e
.  . < <  .y 1 re distinct characters in Irr B . If L ) 1, then Irr B has a distin-
< <guished subfamily of L distinct characters x for l g L. The members ofl
 .this subfamily are called the exceptional characters in Irr B . The remain-
 .ing e distinct non-exceptional characters in Irr B are denoted by x , . . . , x .1 e
In this case we define x to be the reducible F-character of G given by0
x s x . 4.5 .0 l
lgL
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< <If L s 1, then there are no distinguished exceptional characters in
 .  .Irr B . In this case we denote the e q 1 distinct characters in Irr B by
x ,x , . . . , x . We treat x as the exceptional character, and write it as x ,0 1 e 0 l
 .where l is the unique element in L. Then 4.5 holds trivially. Notice that
this choice of exceptional character is completely arbitrary, since the
 .characters in Irr B could be renamed so that any one of them becomes
x .0
For any i, j s 1, . . . , e we denote by d the decomposition number ofi, j
 .x with respect to f . All the exceptional characters x g Irr B have thei j l
X w xsame value on each p -element of G by 5, VII.2.12 . So they all have the
same decomposition number d with respect to any character f g0, j j
 . w xIBr B . As in 5, Sect. VII.6 we form a graph T with e edges f , . . . , f1 e
and e q 1 vertices x , x , . . . , x , where the vertex x is incident with the0 1 e i
w xedge f if and only if d / 0. By 5, VII.6.4 this graph is a tree, called thej i, j
Brauer tree of B.
ÄWe known from Proposition 3.9 that the block B has the same cyclic
defect group D and the same D-Brauer correspondent B as B. It followsD
Ä Ä .  .that it has the same index of inertia e B s e B as B. Hence B has the
 a .  w x.same set L of p y 1 re indices as B see 5, p. 276 . So the above
Ädescription of the characters in B also applies to those in B. In particular,
Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .IBr B contains exactly e distinct characters f , . . . , f , while Irr B1 e
< <consists of L distinct exceptional characters x , for l g L, and of eÄl
distinct nonexceptional characters x , . . . , x , with the usual ambiguitiesÄ Ä1 e
< <when L s 1. Furthermore, the decomposition numbers among these
Ä Ächaracters determine the Brauer tree T of B. We denote by x theÄ0
exceptional vertex
x s x 4.6 .Ä Ä0 l
lgL
of this tree.
 . wProof of Theorem 4.3. Every character in Irr B has height zero by 5,
Äx  .V.2.16 . The same holds for every character in Irr B . So our only problem
Ä .  .  .is to show that Irr B is N B -isomorphic to Irr B . In view of Proposi-F
Ä .  .tion 3.16 it will suffice to find a bijection of Irr B onto Irr B preserving
Ä .the conjugation actions of N B on these two sets. We shall do this in aÄE
series of lemmas. The first lemma has some independent interest, since it
proves the corresponding result for Brauer Characters.
Ä .  .LEMMA 4.7. There is a bijection of IBr B onto IBr B preser¨ ing the
Ä .conjugation actions of N b on these two sets.ÄE
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Ä ÄProof. Since G is the normalizer of the unique subgroup D of order p
s Äin D, any conjugate D of D by an element s g G y G has a trivial
w xintersection with D. It follows that the Green correspondence 5, III.5.6
Äfor G and D sends the isomorphism classes of finite-dimensional non-pro-
jective indecomposable FG-modules V belonging to the block B one-to-
one onto the isomorphism classes of finite-dimensional non-projective
Ä Ä Ä  w x.indecomposable FG-modules V belonging to the block B see 5, VII.1.4 .
Ä Ä .If V is a simple FG-module, then the socle S V of the corresponding V
Äbelongs to a uniquely determined isomorphism class of simple FG-mod-
ules. So the function f sending the Brauer character f of V to theV
Ä .  .Brauer character f of S V is a well-defined map from IBr B toÄSV .
Ä .IBr B . Because the above Green correspondence preserves conjugation
Ä .by elements of N B , so does the map f. Furthermore, f is an injectionÄE
Äw x  .  .by 5, VII.3.11 . Since the two sets IBr B and IBr B have the same finite
order e, this implies that f is a bijection. Thus the lemma holds.
The next lemma will allow us to treat exceptional and non-exceptional
characters separately.
< <  4LEMMA 4.8. If L ) 1, then the subset x of all exceptional charactersl
Ä .  . < <in Irr B is in¨ariant under conjugation by elements of N B . If L s 1,ÄE
Ä .  .then the exceptional character x in Irr B can be chosen to be N B -in-Äl E
Ä 4  .¨ariant. Similarly, the subset x of all exceptional characters in Irr B isÄl
Ä Ä . < <  .N B -in¨ariant when L ) 1, and can be chosen to be N B -in¨ariantÄ ÄE E
< <when L s 1.
Proof. From the definition of the tree T it is clear that two non-excep-
 .tional characters x and x in Irr B are different if and only if they havei j
different decomposition numbers d / d with respect to some f gi, h j, h h
 .IBr B . In a similar way any non-exceptional character x and any excep-i
 .tional character x in Irr B have different decomposition numbers d /l i, h
 .d with respect to some f g IBr B . But all the exceptional characters0, h h
 .in Irr B have the same decomposition number d with respect to any0, h
Ä .  .character f g IBr B . Since conjugation by elements of N B mustÄh E
preserve decomposition numbers, this implies the first statement of the
 w x. w xlemma see also 6, 3.2 . The second statement is a consequence of 6, 3.1
w  .xand 6, 2.4 ii . The remaining statement is proved similarly.
In view of the above lemma we may assume from now on that the
Ä .  .exceptional characters form N B -invariant subsets of both Irr B andÄE
Ä Ä .  .Irr B . Then these two subsets are N B -isomorphic.ÄE
 4  .LEMMA 4.9. The subset x of all exceptional characters in Irr B isl
Ä .  4isomorphic as an N B -set to the subset x of all exceptional characters inÄÄE l
Ä .Irr B .
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Ä< <  4  .Proof. If L s 1, then x consists of just one N B -invariant char-Äl E
Ä 4  .acter x , and x consists of just one N B -invariant character x .ÄÄ0 l E 0
Clearly the lemma holds in this case.
< <Now assume that L ) 1. In this case the relations between the excep-
Ä .  . wtional characters in Irr B and those in Irr B are explained on 5, pp.
x297]298 , where the present x are called u . The arguments given thereÄl l
 .show that we can rename the exceptional characters in Irr B , if necessary,
Äand find an integer d s "1, so that the virtual character x y x of GÄ Äl m
induces the virtual character
G
x y x s d x y x .Ä Ä .l m l m
of G for each l, m g L. Once d is fixed, these equations determine
 .uniquely the bijection f : x ¬ x of the exceptional characters in Irr BÄl l
Ä Ä .  .onto those in Irr B . Since conjugation by elements of N B preservesÄE
Äinduction of virtual characters from G to G, it must leave this bijection
Ä 4  4  .invariant. Hence f is an isomorphism of x onto x as N B -sets, andÄ Äl l E
the lemma is proved.
Ä .  .The subsets of non-exceptional characters in both Irr B and Irr B are
Ä .also N B -invariant. We use Lemma 4.7 to show that these two subsetsÄE
Ä .are N B -isomorphic.ÄE
 4  .LEMMA 4.10. The subset x of non-exceptional characters in Irr B isi
 .  4isomorphic as an N B -set to the subset x of non-exceptional characters inÄÄE i
Ä .Irr B .
 4  .Proof. Since the set x of all exceptional characters in Irr B isl
Ä Ä .  .N B -invariant, the sum x of those characters is fixed by N B . HenceÄ ÄE 0 E
Ä .  4N B acts by conjugation on the set x , x , . . . , x of vertices of T asÄE 0 1 e
 4well as on the set f , . . . , f of edges to T. Because incidence in T is1 e
defined in terms of the decomposition numbers d , which must bei, j
Ä Ä .  .preserved by these actions of N B , we conclude that N B acts asÄ ÄE E
automorphisms of the tree T fixing the exceptional vertex x .0
Given a non-exceptional vertex x in the tree T , there is a unique pathi
 .in T starting at x and ending at the exceptional vertex x . We let f xi 0 i
be the unique edge in this path incident with x . In this way we define ai
 4function f sending the set x of non-exceptional vertices in T to the seti
 .IBr B of edges in T. Because T is a tree, this function is a bijection. Since
Ä .the action of N B on T fixes x , it leaves f invariant. Hence f is anÄE 0
Ä 4  .  .  4isomorphism of x onto IBr B as N B -sets. Similarly, the set x ofÄÄi E i
Ä Ä Ä .  .all non-exceptional vertices of T is isomorphic to IBr B as an N B -set.ÄE
Ä Ä .  .  .The N B -sets IBr B and IBr B are isomorphic by Lemma 4.7. There-ÄE
Ä 4  4  .fore x is isomorphic to x as N B -sets, and the lemma is proved.Ä Äi i E
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Ä .  .The preceding three lemmas imply that Irr B is isomorphic to Irr B as
Ä .an N B -set. In view of Proposition 3.16 the final statement in TheoremÄE
4.3 follows from this. So the proof of that theorem is complete.
5. THE COVERING THEOREM
We still assume that A s F E. Instead of taking D to be cyclic, we now
make the more complicated assumption that
 .  .5.1 The defect group D in 3.5 is a split extension of a central
subgroup Z of E by a non-tri¨ ial cyclic factor group DrZ.
Notice that Z is a central p-subgroup of G since it is central in E and
contained in the p-subgroup D of G. Furthermore, the fact that Z and
 .DrZ are both abelian implies that D , Z = DrZ is abelian.
ÄFor D we now take the inverse image in D of the unique subgroup
Ä .V DrZ of order p in DrZ. So D is determined by its properties
ÄZ - D F D and DrZ s V DrZ . 5.2 .  .
Ä Ät Ä tAny E-conjugate D of D contained in D must contain Z s Z as a
Ä Ätw xsubgroup of index p s D : Z . Because DrZ is cyclic, this forces D to
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .equal D. Hence 3.6 holds, and G, E, F, and B have all the properties
discussed in Section 3.
We fix a linear F-character l of Z. If H is any subgroup of E
 .containing Z, then Irr F H ¬ l denotes the set of all characters x g
 .Irr F H lying o¨er l in the usual sense that 1 1 s 1 . For any p-block bx l x
 .  .  .of H, the intersection Irr b l Irr F H ¬ l is denoted by Irr b ¬ l . In
 .  .particular, the subset Irr B ¬ l of Irr B is defined in this way. Since the
character l of the central subgroup Z is fixed under conjugation by any
 .  .  .t g E, the subset Irr B ¬ l of Irr B is N B -invariant. Hence it isE
 .N B -invariant.F
Ä Ä .The central subgroup Z of G is contained in the normalizer G s N D .G
Ä .Hence the set Irr B ¬ l is defined. As above, the centrality of Z implies
Ä .that this subset of Irr B is invariant under the conjugation actions of both
Ä Ä .  .  .N B and N B . Since this last group is equal to N B by PropositionÄ ÄE F F
Ä .  .  .3.16, this means that both Irr B ¬ l and Irr B ¬ l are N B -sets.F
Our goal in this section is to prove
Ä .THEOREM 5.3. Suppose that A s F E, that D satisfies 5.1 , and that D
 .  .satisfies 5.2 . Fix a character l g Irr F Z . Then any character in either
Ä Ä .  .  .  .Irr B ¬ l or Irr B ¬ l has height zero. Furthermore, Irr B ¬ l and Irr B ¬ l
 .are isomorphic N B -sets.F
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w xWe shall use 9, Theorem A to derive most cases of this theorem from
Theorem 4.3. Before doing so, we must first discuss the relations between
Ä Äp-blocks of G or G and those of GrZ or GrZ.
Let H be any subgroup of E containing Z. Because F is a total
splitting field for H, it is also a total splitting field for the factor group
HrZ of H. Hence we can apply the usual theory of p-blocks to those of
subgroups of HrZ. The natural epimorphism of H onto its factor group
 .HrZ induces an epimorphism h of R H onto R HrZ as R-orders.H
This epimorphism restricts to an identity-preserving homomorphism of
 .   ..Z R H into Z R HrZ as R-orders. The composition of this homomor-
  ..phism with the central character v : Z R HrZ ¸ F in any p-block bb
 .of HrZ is an identity-preserving homomorphism of Z R H into F as
R-algebras. Hence it is the central character
v s v (h : Z R H ¸ F 5.4 .  .b b H
in a unique p-block b of H. This relation between b and b is denoted by
w x inclusion b : b in 5 . This curious notation comes from Feit's identifica-
w x Xtion on 5, p. 23 of a block b with the category of all finitely-generated
modules belonging to bX, together with his identification of any module V
.belonging to b with the module in b inflated from V. Since Laradji uses
w xFeit's notation in 9 , we shall follow it here by saying that b contains b
 .when 5.4 holds.
w xBecause Z is a central p-subgroup of H, we know from 5, V.4.5 that
 .   ..  .5.5 Containment is a bijection of Blk R HrZ onto Blk R H .
Since the defect groups of any p-block b of H contain the normal
w xp-subgroup Z of H, we also know from 5, V.4.5 that
 .  .   ..5.6 If b g Blk R H contains b g Blk R HrZ , then each defect
group P of b contains Z, and the factor group PrZ is a defect group of b.
In one direction containment preserves block induction.
PROPOSITION 5.7. Suppose that Z F H F K F E. Let b be the p-block of
K r ZH containing a p-block b of HrZ. If b induces a p-block b of KrZ, then
X K r Zb induces the p-block b of K containing b .
Proof. The R-linear projection pr R K of R K onto R H is the identityR H
R K r Z .  .on H and sends any s g K y H to 0. The projection pr of R KrZR Hr Z .
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 .onto R HrZ can be described similarly. It follows that the diagram
hK 6 6  .R K R KrZ
6
RK r Z .R K prpr RH r Z .R H
6
6
6 hH 66  .R HrZR H
of epimorphisms of R-modules commutes. Hence so does its restriction to
the diagram
hK 6 .   ..Z R K Z R KrZ
6
RK r Z .R K prpr RH r Z .R H
6
hH 6   .. . Z R HrZZ R H
of homomorphisms of R-modules. By Definition 2.12 the central character
K r Zin the induced block b is the composition
R K r Z .
K r Zv s v (pr : Z R KrZ ¸ F . . .b b R Hr Z .
This and the commutativety of the above diagram imply that
R K r Z . R K
K r Zv (h s v (pr (h s v (h (pr : Z R K ¸ F . .b K b R Hr Z . K b H R H
 .By 5.4 these last equations say that
R K
Xv s v (pr : Z R K ¸ F . .b b R H
So b induces bX, and the proposition is proved.
We should remark that containment of blocks need not preserve induc-
tion in the other direction, i.e., that the block b in the above proposition
Kcould induce a p-block b of K even though b induces no p-block of
KrZ. An example of this occurs when E s G s K is an extra-special
group of order p3 and Z s H is its center. The factor group KrZ is now
 .abelian and non-trivial. It follows that the principal and only p-block b
of HrZ s 1 does not induce a p-block of KrZ. However, b is contained
in the principal p-block b of Z, which induces the principal p-block b K of
K.
w xProof of Theorem 5.3. We are going to apply 9, Theorem A with the
group E in that theorem equal to our present G. As the central p-sub-
group Z of E, the p-block B of E, and the defect group D of B in that
theorem we take our present Z, B, and D, respectively. Then the p-block
B in that theorem becomes the unique p-block B of GrZ contained in B.
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 .It follows from 5.1 that the defect group D is both abelian and a split
 .extension of Z. Furthermore, our present l g Irr F Z will serve as the
w x w xlinear F-character l of Z in 9 . So all the hypotheses of 9, Theorem A
are satisfied in our case. That theorem now gives us a map C satisfying
 .  .  .5.8 C is a degree-preser¨ ing bijection of Irr B onto Irr B ¬ l .
The bijection C depends on the choice of a certain extension of l to a
linear F-character m of D, and may not be unique.
w xWe can also apply 9, Theorem A with the group E in that theorem
Äequal to our present G and the p-block B of E in that theorem equal to
Äour present B. The central p-subgroup Z, its linear character l, and the
defect group D remain as before. The p-block B in that theorem is now
Ä Ä Äthe unique p-block B of GrZ contained in B. As above, that theorem
Ägives us a not necessarily unique map C satisfying
Ä Ä Ä .  .  .5.9 C is a degree-preser¨ ing bijection of Irr B onto Irr B ¬ l .
 .Because Z is contained in G, the exact sequence 3.2 induces an exact
sequence
1 «} 6 61 ª GrZ ErZ F ª 1
 .of finite groups. We are going to use this sequence in place of 3.2 to form
a factor situation satisfying all the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3. Since D is a
 .defect group of B, we know from 5.6 that DrZ is a defect group of B.
 .Hence 3.5 holds in the factor situation with B and DrZ in place of B
 .and D, respectively. Furthermore, 3.6 is satisfied in the factor situation
Ä Ä .with DrZ s V DrZ in place of D.
Ä ÄThe equivalents of G and E in the factor situation are the normalizers
Ä Ä ÄN DrZ s N D rZ s GrZ and . .G r Z G
Ä Ä ÄN DrZ s N D rZ s ErZ. . .Er Z E
Hence
Ä Ä ÄF s « E s « ErZ .  .
plays the same role in both the factor situation and our original situation.
 .So the equivalent of the exact sequence 3.8 in the factor situation is
1 «} 6 6Ä Ä Ä1 ª GrZ ErZ F ª 1.
We claim that
Ä Ä Ä .5.10 The equi¨ alent B of B in the factor situation is B.
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Ä ÄIndeed, Proposition 3.9 tells us that B is the unique p-block of GrZ
inducing the p-block B of GrZ. It follows from Proposition 5.7 that the
X ÄÄ Äp-block B of G containing B induces the p-block B of G containing B.
X ÄÄ ÄBy Proposition 3.9 this forces B to equal B. Hence B is the unique
Ä Ä Ä  .p-block B of GrZ contained in B, and 5.10 is proved.
 . tIt is clear from 5.4 that the conjugate B of B contains the conjugate
t ZB of B whenever t g E has image t Z in ErZ. Because containment of
  ..  .blocks is a bijection of Blk R GrZ onto Blk RG , this implies that the
 .equivalent of N B for the factor situation isE
N B s N B rZ. .  .Er Z E
 .Hence the equivalent of N B for the factor situation isF
N B s « N B s « N B s N B . .  .  .  . . /F Er Z E F
 .So the equivalent of 3.10 is
1 «} 6 61 ª GrZ N B rZ N B ª 1. .  .E F
 .Similarly, the equivalent of the exact sequence 3.13 for the factor
situation is
1 «} 6 6Ä Ä Ä1 ª GrZ N B rZ N B ª 1. .  .Ä ÄE F
Ä .  .Of course, N B is equal to N B by Proposition 3.16. So the aboveÄF F
 .exact sequences and conjugation in ErZ can be used to turn both Irr B
Ä .  .and Irr B into N B -sets.F
The defect group DrZ corresponding to D in the factor situation is
Ä Ä .cyclic and non-trivial by 5.1 . Its subgroup DrZ corresponding to D is
 .V DrZ . So all the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3 are satisfied in the factor
situation. That theorem now tells us that
Ä .  .  .5.11 Any character in either Irr B or Irr B has height zero.
Ä .  .  .Furthermore, there is some isomorphism G of Irr B onto Irr B as N B -F
sets.
 .  .The bijection C in 5.8 sends any character x g Irr B to a character
d x . d x . .  .  .x g Irr B ¬ l with the same degree x 1 s x 1 . Since p and p are
< <  . < <  .the p-parts of the integers G rx 1 and GrZ rx 1 , respectively, it
follows that
d x . d x .< <p s Z p .
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d B . dB .But p and p are the orders of the defect groups D and DrZ of B
and B, all respectively. Hence
d B . dB .< <p s Z p .
Combining this with the preceding equation, we obtain
h x . dB .yd x . dB .yd x . h x .p s p s p s p .
 .  .Hence x and x have the same height h x s h x , i.e., the bijection C
Ä .  .of Irr B onto Irr B ¬ l is height-preserving. Similarly, the bijection C of
Ä Ä .  .Irr B onto Irr B ¬ l is height-preserving. Since any character in either
Ä .  .  .Irr B or Irr B has height zero by 5.11 , this implies that any character in
Ä .  .either Irr B ¬ l or Irr B ¬ l has height zero.
ÄWe claim that Laradji's bijections C and C are unique when the inertial
 .index e B of B satisfies
e B ) 1. 5.12 .  .
wTo see this, we must plunge into the construction of these bijections in 9,
xSect. 2 . Following the arguments used there, we choose a D-Brauer root b
 .  .for B, and denote by T b the inertial subgroup N D, b of b. TheG
 .  .product group DC D is equal to C G since D is abelian. The orderG D
 .  .  .  .  .e B ) 1 of the factor group T b rC D s T b rDC D is relativelyG G
 .prime to p by 4.1 . So this factor group acts faithfully by conjugation as a
non-trivial pX-group of automorphisms of the abelian p-group D. A result
w xof Zassenhaus 8, III.13.4b now tells us that D is the direct product
D s C T b = D , T b , .  . .D
w  .xwhere the factor D, T b is non-trivial. The central subgroup Z F D of
 .   ..T B is contained in the other factor C T b . Because DrZ ,D
   .. . w  .xC T b rZ = D, T b is a cyclic p-group, and hence is indecompos-D
  ..able, this forces Z to equal C T b . Therefore D is equal to Z =D
w  .x w xD, T b , and the bijection C is unique by 9, Corollary 1 .
ÄWe know from Proposition 3.9 that B and B have the same defect
Ägroup D and the same D-Brauer correspondent B s B . It follows thatD D
Ä Ä .  .  .  .they have the same inertial index e B s e B . So e B ) 1 by 5.12 , and
Äthe above arguments can be repeated to show that the bijection C is also
Äunique. The unicity of both C and C implies that they preserve conjuga-
Ä Ätion by any t g E normalizing G and fixing both B and B. Any element
Ä Ä .t g N B has these properties. Therefore both C and C are isomor-ÄE
Ä .phisms of N B -sets. In view of Proposition 3.16, this implies that both ofÄE
 .  .them are N B -isomorphisms. Combining them with the N B -isomor-F F
Ä y1 .  .phism G in 5.11 , we obtain an isomorphism C(G(C of Irr B ¬ l onto
Ä .  .  .Irr B ¬ l as N B -sets. Thus Theorem 5.3 holds when 5.12 does.F
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 .From now on we assume that 5.12 is false, i.e., that
e B s 1. 5.13 .  .
In this case we are going to apply exceptional character theory for a
Äsuitable trivial intersection subset of G. Because DrZ is cyclic, the set S
Ä :of all elements s g GrZ generating cyclic subgroups s containing D is
a trivial intersection subset of GrZ with normalizer
Ä ÄN S s N DrZ s GrZ. .  .G r Z G r Z
Ä Ä .Furthermore, S is contained in C DrZ 1 GrZ. It follows that theG r Z }
inverse image
Ä  :S s s g G ¬ D F s Z 4
of S is a trivial intersection subset of G contained in its normalizer
Ä ÄN S s N D s G. .  .G G
Ä ÄThe p-block B of G has an abelian defect group D and trivial inertial
Ä .  . w x w  .xindex e B s e B s 1. Hence it is nilpotent by 1, 1.ex.3 . So 1, 1.2 3
Ä Ä .tells us that there is exactly one character f g IBr B . The character x0
Ä Ä X Äw  .x Xdefined in 1, 1.2 5 restricts to f on the set G of p -elements of G.p
Äw x  .Since D is abelian, this and 1, 1.4 imply that each character x g Irr BÄ
Ä Ä Xrestricts to f on G .p
Ä .Now assume that x belongs to Irr B ¬ l . Since x lies over the linearÄ Ä
character l of the central p-subgroup Z, it satisfies
x st s l s x t 5.14 .  .  .  .Ä Ä
Äfor any s g Z and t g G. This and the conclusion of the preceding
Ä Ä ÄXparagraph imply that x restricts to l = f on the subset Z = G of G.Ä p
Ä .Suppose that x s / 0 for some s g G. Since D is a defect group forÄ
Ä Ä . w xthe p-block B s B x of G, Brauer's Second Main Theorem 5, IV.6.1Ä
t Ätells us that the p-part s of s must lie in D for some t g G. If s f Z,p p
 : tthen s Z is a non-trivial subgroup of the cyclic p-group D rZ. Thisp
t tÄ Ä :  .implies that s Z contains V D rZ s D rZ s DrZ. Hence s Z g S
Ä Xand s g S whenever s f Z. Of course s lies in Z = G wheneverp p
s g Z.p
Ä .Let x , . . . , x be the distinct characters in Irr B ¬ l . The preceding twoÄ Ä1 n
paragraphs tell us that all the characters x have the same restrictionÄi
Ä Ä Ä .X Xl = f to Z = G and vanish outside S j Z = G . It follows that thep p
difference x y x vanishes outside the trivial intersection subset S forÄ Äi j
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Ä .  .any i, j s 1, . . . , n. We know from 5.9 that the order n of Irr B ¬ l is
Ä Ä .equal to the order of Irr B . Because B is a block with a non-trivial defect
group DrZ, the latter order is at least 2. Hence n G 2. The theory of
exceptional characters now gives us an integer d s "1 and distinct charac-
Ä .ters x , . . . , x g Irr FG such that the virtual character x y x of GÄ Ä1 n i j
induces the virtual character
G
x y x s d x y x 5.15 .  .Ä Ä .i j i j
of G for each i, j s 1, . . . , n.
Each character x must lie over some linear F-character l of thei i
central subgroup Z. We must prove that l s l. Since n G 2, there isi
 .some j s 1, . . . , n with j / i. The condition 5.14 holds for both x andÄi
 .x . This and 5.15 imply thatÄj
l s x t y l s x t s x st y x st s l s x t y x t .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .i i j j i j i j
5.16 .
for any s g Z and t g G.
Ä .  .  .  .  .  .Because x 1 s f 1 s x 1 , it follows from 5.15 that x 1 s x 1 .Ä Äi j i j
 .So 5.16 for t s 1 tells us that
l s x 1 s l s x 1 .  .  .  .i i j i
 .for all s g Z. The degree x 1 of the irreducible character x is not zero.i i
 .Hence we must have l s l . So 5.16 is equivalent toi j
l s x t y x t s l s x t y x t 5.17 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .i i j i j
for any s g Z and t g G.
Since x and x are distinct irreducible characters of G, there is somei j
 .  .  .t g G with x t / x t . Equation 5.17 for this t and arbitrary s g Zi j
 .implies that l s l. Therefore x lies in Irr FG ¬ l for each i s 1, . . . , n.i i
w x  . XAs on 5, p. 298 , the fact that S contains s C s whenever itp G p p
contains s can be combined with Brauer's Second Main Theorem to show
that each of the characters x belongs to the p-block B of G induced byi
Ä Ä  .the p-block B of G containing all the x . Hence x g Irr B ¬ l for eachÄi i
 .  .  .i s 1, . . . , n. It follows from 5.8 , 5.11 , and 5.9 that the two sets
Ä .  .Irr B ¬ l and Irr B ¬ l have the same order n. We conclude that x , . . . , x1 n
 .are exactly the distinct elements in Irr B ¬ l .
 . XOnce the sign d s "1 is fixed, Eqs. 5.15 determine a bijection G of
Ä .  .Irr B ¬ l onto Irr B ¬ l sending x to x for each i s 1, . . . , n. It followsÄi i
that this bijection is invariant under conjugation by any element t g E
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Ä Ä Ä .normalizing G and fixing both B and B. But any element t g N B hasÄE
X Ä .  .these properties. Hence G is an isomorphism of Irr B ¬ l onto Irr B ¬ l
Ä .  .as N B -sets. By Proposition 3.16 it is also an isomorphism of N B -sets.ÄE F
Thus Theorem 5.3 holds in all cases.
6. THE PROJECTIVE THEOREM
Now we return to the general situation of Section 3, where A is an
arbitrary totally split twisted group algebra of E over F. Our goal in this
section is to prove the following projective version of Theorem 4.3.
 .THEOREM 6.1. Suppose that the defect group D in 3.5 is non-tri¨ ial and
Ä  .cyclic, and that D is its unique subgroup V D of order p. Then e¨ery
Ä .  .  .character in either Irr B or Irr B has height zero. Furthermore, Irr B is
Ä .  .isomorphic to Irr B as an N B -set.F
We shall derive this theorem from Theorem 5.3 for a suitable finite
U w xco¨ering group E of A in the sense of 3, 6.1 , i.e., for a suitable finite
U  .  U .subgroup E of GrU A such that deg E s E in the exact sequence
?1 degA 6 6X A : 1 ª U F GrU A E ª 1. .  .  .
U w x w xSuch an E exists by 3, 6.4 . We follow the notation of 3, Sect. 6 for
objects associated with EU. Thus we denote by hU the restriction of
 . U Udeg: GrU A ¸ E to an epimorphism of E onto E, and by Z the kernel
U  . U  . UE l U A s E l U F 1 of h . So we have an exact sequence1 A
1 Uh}U U6 61 ª Z E E ª 1
making EU a central extension of the finite cyclic group ZU by the finite
group E.
w xWe know from 3, 6.4 that F is a total splitting field for the finite
covering group EU. So F contains a primitive nth root of unity r, where n
 U . U w x U : Uis the exponent exp E of E . As in 9, Sect. 3 , the product E r of E
 :  .with the finite central subgroup r 1 of GrU A is another finiteA
covering group for A with the same exponent n as EU. However, the
U :  .  : U  :intersection E r l U A is r Z s r 1 , which has the same expo-1 A
U : U U :nent n as E r . Hence we may replace E by E r and assume from
now on that
exp EU s exp ZU . 6.2 .  .  .
We write z U for the unique faithful linear F-character of ZU such that
U U  U . U U U Up s z p 1 for any p g Z . The cyclic central subgroup Z of EA
is the direct product
ZU s ZU = Z XUp p
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of its unique Sylow p-subgroup ZU and its unique Hall pX-subgroup Z XU . Itp p
follows that its faithful linear F-character z U is the direct product
z U s z U = z XU 6.3 .p p
of its restrictions to faithful linear F-characters z U of ZU and z XU of Z XU .p p p p
 U . UFurthermore, the central idempotent in the p-block B z of Z contain-
ing z U is precisely
1 U s 1 U . 6.4 .XB z . z p
 U .y1 .The inverse image h P of any p-subgroup P of E is a nilpotent
subgroup of EU since the kernel ZU of hU is central in EU. The Sylow
p-subgroup of this nilpotent group is the unique p-subgroup PU of EU
satisfying
ZU F PU and hU PU s P . 6.5 .  .p
w x UAs in 3, 9.5 , we express this relation between P and P by saying that
the p-subgroup PU of EU co¨ers the p-subgroup P of E.
We use the epimorphism hU : EU ¸ E to turn the group algebra F EU
into an E-graded F-algebra with the s-component
?
U UF E s Fs . s
U Us gE
U U .h s ss
w x  .for any s g E. Then 3, 6.19 tells us that inclusion m : E* ¨ GrU A
extends by F-linearity to an epimorphism mU of F EU onto A as E-graded
F-algebras.
Let H be any subgroup of E, and let HU be its inverse image
 U .y1 . U U  U .w xh H in E . Then F H is the H-graded F-subalgebra F E H of
U U U w xF E , and m restricts to an epimorphism of F H onto A H as H-graded
w xF-algebras. We know from 3, 10.1 and 8.1 that
 . U U w x6.6 Composition with the epimorphism m : F H ¸ A H is a de-
 w x.  U U .gree-preser¨ ing bijection of Irr A H onto the set Irr F H ¬ z of all
U  U . U  U .characters c g Irr F H lying o¨er the character z g Irr F Z .
 w x.We express the above relation between a character c g Irr A H and the
U U  U U . Ucorresponding character c s c (m g Irr F H ¬ z by saying that c
co¨ers c .
U U w x U w x wThe epimorphism m : F H ¸ A H sends R H onto O H by 3,
x  U .  w x.10.1 and 7.8 . It follows that it sends Z R H into Z O H . In fact, it
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 U .  w x. w x w xsends Z R H onto Z O H by 3, 8.6 . We known from 3, 10.2 that
 . U  U .  w x.6.7 The epimorphism m : Z R H ¸ Z O H induces a bijection
 w x.  U U . U Uof Blk O H onto the set Blk R H ¬ z of all p-blocks B of H lying
 U . U w xo¨er the p-block B z of Z . This bijection sends any p-block b of A H to
the unique p-block bU of HU satisfying the equi¨ alent conditions
U U U
U Um 1 s 1 and v s v (m : Z R H ¸ F . .  .b b b b
We express the above relation between b and bU by saying that bU co¨ers
b.
U  U U .  w x.LEMMA 6.8. If b g Blk R H ¬ z co¨ers b g Blk O H , then co¨er-
 .ing of characters is a height-preser¨ ing bijection of Irr b onto the set
 U U .  U . UIrr b ¬ z of all characters in Irr b lying o¨er z .p p
w xProof. We know from 3, 8.9 that covering of characters is a bijection
 .  U U .  U . Uof Irr b onto the set Irr b ¬ z of all characters in Irr b lying over z .
w xThis bijection preserves character heights by 3, 9.10 . Hence the only
problem is to show that
Irr bU ¬ z U s Irr bU ¬ z U . 6.9 .  . .p
U  U .Suppose that c g Irr b . Then
1 U1 U s 1 U .b c c
U  w U x U .  U .Because b g Blk O H ¬ z lies over B z , we have
1 U 1 U s 1 U .B z . b b
 .These equations and 6.4 imply that
1 U1 U s 1 U 1 U1 U s 1 U .Xz c B z . b c cp
Thus c U lies over z XU. It follows that c U lies over z U s z U = z XU if andp p p
U  .only if it lies over z . This completes the proof of both 6.9 and thep
lemma.
Any element t U in the finite covering group EU is a graded unit of A
U  U .  .with degree t s h t . So conjugation 1.7 by t has the same effect on
U  . U UA as conjugation by t g U A . The epimorphism m : F E ¸ A is the
identity on EU by definition. Hence it must carry conjugation by t U into
conjugation by t , in the sense that
U tU Utm x s m x 6.10 .  .  .
for any x g F EU.
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 U .tU U  U .y1 .Evidently the conjugate H of the inverse image H s h H
 U .y1 t .  .  .is the inverse image h H . It follows from this, 6.6 , and 6.10 that
 . U  U U .  w x. U U6.11 If c g Irr F H ¬ z co¨ers c g Irr A H , and t g E
U  U .  U .tU   U .tU U . thas image t s h t g E, then c g Irr F H ¬ z co¨ers c g
 w t x.Irr A H .
 .  .Furthermore, 6.7 and 6.10 imply
 . U  U U .  w x. U U6.12 If b g Blk R H ¬ z co¨ers b g Blk O H , and t g E
U  U .  U .tU   U .tU U . thas image t s h t g E, then b g Blk R H ¬ z co¨ers b g
 w t x.Blk O H .
U  U .y1 .Proof of Theorem 6.1. We denote by G the inverse image h G
of G in EU. Evidently the composition « (hU is an epimorphism «U of EU
onto F with kernel GU. So we have an exact sequence
1 U«}U U6 61 ª G E F ª 1
of finite groups. We are going to verify the hypotheses of Theorem 5.3 in
 .the co¨ering situation where this exact sequence replaces 3.2 .
For the equivalent of the p-block B in the covering situation we take
U U w xthe p-block B of G covering the present p-block B of A G . We know
w x U Ufrom 3, 9.6 that the p-subgroup D of E covering the defect group D of
B is a defect group of BU. So we can choose DU as the equivalent of D in
 .3.5 for the covering situation.
 .For the central p-subgroup Z of E in 5.1 for the covering situation we
take the central p-subgroup ZU of EU. Since ZU is central in DU , andp p
U U U  .D rZ , D is cyclic, D is abelian. Our condition 6.2 implies that thep
p-subgroup DU of EU containing ZU has the same exponent as the Sylowp
p-subgroup ZU of ZU. Because DU is abelian, it follows that DU is a splitp
U  .extension of Z . Thus 5.1 holds in the covering situation.p
Ä ÄUFor the group D in the covering situation we take the inverse image D
Ä U U .  .of D s V D under the epimorphism h : D ¸ D. Then 5.2 holds in
ÄU Uthe covering situation. Since D contains the kernel Z of the abovep
U Äepimorphism, it is the unique p-subgroup of E covering D. It follows
Ä Ä w x.see 3, 2.5 that the equivalents of E and G in the covering situation are
the inverse images
y1U U UÄ Ä ÄUE s N D s h E and . .  .E
y1U U UÄ Ä ÄUG s N D s h G , 6.13 .  . .  .G
Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .respectively, of E s N D and G s N D in our original situation.E G
 .Hence the equivalent of the exact sequence 3.8 in the covering situation
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is the exact sequence
1 U«}U U6 6Ä Ä Ä1 ª E G F ª 1
of finite groups.
ÄBy Proposition 3.9 the equivalent of B in the covering situation is the
ÄU ÄU Uunique p-block B of G inducing B .
ÄU ÄU U Ä .LEMMA 6.14. The block B lies in Blk RG ¬ z and co¨ers B g
Ä w x.Blk O G .
ÄX ÄU U Ä .Proof. Let B be the unique block in Blk RG ¬ z covering B. Since
Ä ÄX U w xB induces B, its cover B induces the cover B of B by 3, 10.10 . Hence
ÄX ÄU ÄU UB is the unique p-block B of G inducing B . That is the lemma.
U U w xSince the p-block B of G covers the p-block B of A G , and
 w x.  U U .covering of blocks is a bijection of Blk O G onto Blk RG ¬ z , it
 . U U Ufollows from 6.12 that an element t g E fixes B under conjugation if
U  U .and only if its image t s h t in E fixes B under conjugation. Hence
 .the equivalent of N B in the covering situation is the inverse imageE
y1U U
UN B s h N B . .  .  . .E E
 .The equivalent of N B in that situation is the groupF
«U N U BU s « N B s N B . .  .  . .  .E E F
 .So the equivalent of the exact sequence 3.10 is the exact sequence
1 U«}U U6 6
U1 ª G N B N B ª 1. .  .E F
As usual, we can use this sequence to transfer the conjugation action of
 U .  U .  .UN B on Irr B to a conjugation action of N B on that set. BecauseE F
conjugation by any element of EU fixes the character z U of the centralp
U  U U .  U .subgroup Z , the subset Irr B ¬ z of Irr B is invariant under thisp p
 .  U U .  .  .action of N B . Thus Irr B ¬ z becomes an N B -set. Clearly 6.11F p F
implies that
 .  .  U U .6.15 The co¨ering bijection of Irr B onto Irr B ¬ z in Lemmap
 .6.8 for H s G preser¨ es the actions of N B on those two sets.F
ÄU ÄUApplying the above arguments with the p-block B of G covering the
Ä Ä Uw xp-block B of A G in place of the p-block B* of G covering the p-block
Äw x  .B of A G , we see that the equivalent of N B for the covering situationÄE
is the inverse image
y1U UÄ ÄUN B s h N B . .  . .Ä ÄE E
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 .and that the equivalent of the exact sequence 3.13 is
1 U«}U U6 6Ä Ä ÄU1 ª G N B N B ª 1. .  .Ä ÄE F
Ä .  .We know from Proposition 3.16 that the group N B is equal to N B .ÄF F
So the above exact sequence can be used to transfer the conjugation action
ÄU ÄU .  .  .Uof N B on Irr B to one of N B on that set. Both these actionsÄE F
ÄU U ÄU ÄU U .  .  .leave invariant the subset Irr B ¬ z of Irr B . Thus Irr B ¬ z be-p p
 .  .comes an N B -set. It follows from 6.11 thatF
Ä ÄU U .  .  .6.16 The co¨ering bijection of Irr B onto Irr B ¬ z in Lemmap
Ä  .6.8 for H s G preser¨ es the actions of N B on these two sets.F
For the linear F-character l of Z in the covering situation we take the
linear F-character z U of ZU. Then all the hypotheses of Theorem 5.3 forp p
the covering situation are satisfied. That theorem tells us that
 .  U U .  U U .6.17 Any character in either Irr B ¬ z or Irr B ¬ z has heightp p
U U U ÄU . zero. Furthermore, there is an isomorphism G of Irr B ¬ z onto Irr B ¬p
U .  .z as N B -sets.p F
Now we can finish the proof of Theorem 6.1. By Lemma 6.8 any
 . U  U U .character x g Irr B has the same height as its cover x g Irr B ¬ z .p
 .The latter character has height zero by 6.17 . Hence so does x . Similarly,
Ä U ÄU . any character x g Irr B has height zero because its cover x g Irr B ¬Ä Ä
U .z has height zero.p
 .We know from 6.15 that covering of characters is an isomorphism of
 .  U U .  .  .Irr B onto Irr B ¬ z as N B -sets. From 6.17 we obtain an isomor-p F
U U U ÄU U .  .  .  .phism G of Irr B ¬ z onto Irr B ¬ z as N B -sets. Finally, 6.16p p F
tells us that the inverse of the covering bijection is an isomorphism of
ÄU U Ä Ä .  .  .  .  .Irr B ¬ z onto Irr B as N B -sets. Hence Irr B and Irr B arep F
 .isomorphic N B -sets, and Theorem 6.1 is proved.F
7. THE INVARIANT PROJECTIVE CONJECTURE
For blocks with cyclic defect groups the invariant projective form of the
w xconjectures in 2]4 is an easy consequence of Theorem 6.1. To see this we
first have to describe that conjecture.
w xWe follow the notation of 3, Sect. 1 for p-chains C of G, i.e., for strictly
increasing chains
C : P - P - ??? - P 7.1 .0 1 n
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< <of p-subgroups P of G. Any such C has length C s n, initial subgroupi
P , and final subgroup P . Its conjugate by any element t g E is the0 n
p-chain
Ct : Pt - Pt - ??? - Pt0 1 n
of G. Its normalizer in any subgroup H F E is the subgroup
N C s N P l N P l ??? l N P . .  .  .  .H H 0 H 1 H n
 .Clearly conjugation is an action of the group E on the family C G of all
 .  .p-chains of G, and N C is the stabilizer in E of the chain C g C GE
under this action.
 .We denote by P G ¬ 1 the family of all p-chains C of G whose initial
 .  .subgroups P are 1, and by E G ¬ 1 the subfamily of all C g P G ¬ 10
 .whose final subgroups P are elementary abelian. The p-chain C in 7.1 isn
radical in G if its initial subgroup P is the largest normal p-subgroup0
 .O G of G, and its ith subgroup P is the largest normal p-subgroupp i
  ..O N C of the normalizer of its ith initial subchainp G i
C : P - ??? - Pi 0 i
 .  .  .for each i s 0, 1, . . . , n. Each of the families P G ¬ 1 , E G ¬ 1 , and R G
 .is an E-invariant subfamily F of C G . For any such F we denote by FrG
an arbitrarily chosen family of representatives for the G-conjugacy classes
in F.
 .  .If C is a p-chain of G, then N C s N C l G is a normal subgroupG E
 .  .   ..  .of N C . We denote by N C the image « N C of N C in F. ThenE F E E
 .3.2 restricts to an exact sequence
1 «} 6 61 ª N C N C N C ª 1 7.2 .  .  .  .G E F
of finite groups.
 .  .  w  .x.The group N C acts by conjugation 2.8 on the set Blk O N C ofE G
w  .x  .all p-blocks b of A N C . Its normal subgroup N C fixes each such b.G G
 .  .As in 2.9 , we can use the epimorphism « in 7.2 to transfer this action of
 .  .  w  .x.  .N C to one of N C on Blk O N C . We denote by N C, b andE F G E
 .  .  .N C, b the stabilizers in N C and N C , respectively, of any b gF E F
 w  .x.  .Blk O N C . Then 7.2 restricts to the exact sequenceG
1 «} 6 61 ª N C N C , b N C , b ª 1 7.3 .  .  .  .G E F
of finite groups.
 .  w  .x.In a similar way N C acts by conjugation on the set Irr A N C ofE G
w  .x  .all irreducible F-characters c of A N C , with N C fixing each suchG G
 .c . We use the epimorphism « in 7.2 to transfer this action to one of
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 .  w  .x.  .  .N C on Irr A N C . We denote by N C, c and N C, c theF G E F
 .  .stabilizers in N C and N C , respectively, of any given c gE F
 w  .x.  .Irr A N C . Then 7.2 restricts to an exact sequenceG
1 «} 6 61 ª N C N C , c N C , c ª 1 7.4 .  .  .  .G E F
 .of finite groups. As in 3.12 , we have
 .  .  .7.5 The exact sequence 7.4 is a subsequence of 7.3 whene¨er
 .c g Irr b .
w xIn addition to the usual p-block B of A G , we now fix a subgroup I of
w x F and an integer d. We know from 3, 10.14 or, at least, we would know if
w  .xthe misprinted A N P in the statement of that proposition were re-G
w  .x. w  .xplaced by the correct A N C that any p-block b of A N C inducesG G
A wG x w x w xa p-block b of A G . The following definition is essentially 4, 4.6 .
 .DEFINITION 7.6. We denote by k C, B, d, I the number of characters
c satisfying
w xA G
c g Irr A N C , B c s B , .  . .G
d c s d , N C , c s I. 7.7 .  .  .F
 .  .Obviously k C, B, d, I depends only on the normalizer N C of C andE
not on C itself. Furthermore, it remains constant when C is replaced by
t w xany G-conjugate C . In view of 3, 1.17 this implies that
 .  .7.8 If O G s 1, then the ¨alue of the alternating sump
< <Cy1 k C , B , d, I .  .
CgFrG
 .  .is independent of the choice of F among the families P G ¬ 1 , E G ¬ 1 , and
 .R G of p-chains of G.
w x w x w xThe invariant projective form 4, 4.7 of the conjectures in 2 , 3 can
now be stated as
 .  .Conjecture 7.9. If O G s 1 and d B ) 0, thenp
< <Cy1 k C , B , d , I s 0 7.10 .  .  .
CgFrG
 .  .  .whenever F is one of the families P G ¬ 1 , E G ¬ 1 or R G .
 .Of course the conclusion 7.10 of this conjecture is independent of the
 .choice of F by 7.8 .
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Before stating the following theorem, which is the goal of this paper, we
recall all its hypotheses. We have fixed a prime p and ground rings R , F ,
 .and F satisfying 2.1 . We have also fixed an epimorphism « : E ¸ F of
finite groups with kernel G, and a totally split twisted group algebra A of
w xE over F. We choose a p-block B of A G and a defect group D F G of
B. We also choose an integer d and a subgroup I of F. Then we have
THEOREM 7.11. If D is cyclic, then Conjecture 7.9 holds.
Proof. Conjecture 7.9 holds trivially when D s 1, since B has defect
 .  .d B s 0 in that case. It also holds trivially when O G ) 1. So we mayp
assume that
D ) 1 and O G s 1. .p
 .  .We may also assume that the family F in 7.10 is E G ¬ 1 .
 .  .Suppose that k C, B, d, I / 0 for some p-chain C g E G ¬ 1 . Then
 w  .x.  .there is some character c g Irr A N C satisfying 7.7 . The finalG
subgroup P in C is elementary abelian, and hence normalizes all then
 .other subgroups in C. It follows that P is a normal p-subgroup of N C .n G
w x XBy 3, 9.8 this implies that P is contained in any defect group D of then
 . w  .x  .  .p-block B c of A N C . Since B c induces B by 7.7 , its defect groupG
DX is contained in some defect group of B, i.e., in some G-conjugate Dt of
 w x. tD see 3, 10.12 . Therefore P is an elementary abelian subgroup of D .n
Because D is a non-trivial cyclic p-group, this means that P is either 1 orn
 .t tthe subgroup V D of order p in D . It follows that C is G-conjugate to
exactly one of the two p-chains
C : 1 and C : 1 - V D .0 1
 .  .whenever k C, B, d, I / 0. Hence 7.10 is equivalent to the equation
k C , B , d , I y k C , B , d , I s 0. 7.12 .  .  .0 1
 .  .The normalizers N C and N C are obviously G and E, respec-G 0 E 0
w x w xtively. The only possible p-block of A G inducing the p-block B of A G
 .  .is B itself. So k C , B, d, I is the number k B, d, I of characters x g0
 .  .  .   ..Irr B with defect d x s d such that N x s « N x is equal to I.F E
Ä  .  .Since D is cyclic and non-trivial, its subgroup D s V D satisfies 3.6 .
Ä Ä Ä ÄThus all the results in Section 3 hold for the normalizers G, E, and F of D
in G, E, and F, respectively. The only non-trivial subgroup in C is1
Ä Ä Ä .  .  .  .D s V D . So the normalizers N C , N C , and N C are G, E, andG 1 E 1 F 1
ÄF, respectively. We know from Proposition 3.9 that there is exactly one
Ä Äw xp-block B of A G inducing B. This and Definition 7.6 imply that
Ä Ä .  .  .k C , B, d, I is the number k B, d, I of characters x g Irr B with defectÄ1
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 .  .   ..d x s d such that the image N x s « N x is equal to I. WeÄ Ä ÄÄ ÄF E
 .conclude from this and the preceding paragraph that 7.12 , and hence
 .7.10 , is equivalent to
Äk B , d , I s k B , d , I . 7.13 .  . .
 . aWe denote by a the defect d B of the block B. Then p is the order
< <D of the defect group D. All the hypotheses of Theorem 6.1 are satisfied
in our present situation. That theorem tells us that every character
 .  .  .  .  .x g Irr B has height h x s 0, and hence defect d x s d B y h x
Äs a. Since B has the same defect group D as B, it has the same defect
Ä Ä .  .d B s a. So Theorem 6.1 also tells us that every character x g Irr B hasÄ
Ä .  .  .  .height h x s 0 and defect d x s d B y h x s a. It follows that bothÄ Ä Ä
 .  .sides of 7.13 are zero when d / a. Hence both that equation and 7.10
hold trivially in that case. Furthermore, these equations for the remaining
case d s a are equivalent to
Äk B , I s k B , I , 7.14 .  . .
 .  .  .where k B, I is the number of x g Irr B such that N x s I, andF
Ä Ä .  .  .k B, I is the number of x g Irr B such that N x s I.Ä ÄÄF
 .  .The stabilizer N x of any x g Irr B is contained in the stabilizerF
 .  .N B of B by 3.12 . Hence we haveF
N x s N x . 7.15 .  .  .F N B .F
Ä Ä .  .  .Similarly the stabilizer N x of any x g Irr B is contained in N B byÄ ÄÄ ÄF F
Ä .  .  .3.15 . Since N B is equal to N B by Proposition 3.16, we concludeÄF F
that
N x s N x . 7.16 .  .  .Ä ÄÄF N B .F
Ä .  .Theorem 6.1 gives us an isomorphism G of Irr B onto Irr B as
 .  .  .N B -sets. In view of 7.16 and 7.15 we haveF
N G x s N G x s N x s N x .  .  .  . .  .ÄF N B . N B . FF F
 .  .for any x g Irr B . So G restricts to a bijection of the set Irr B, I of all
Ä Ä .  .  .  .x g Irr B with N x s I onto the set Irr B, I of all x g Irr B withÄF
 .N x s I. HenceÄÄF
Ä Ä< < < <k B , I s Irr B , I s Irr B , I s k B , I . .  .  .  .
 .  .Therefore 7.14 and 7.10 also hold in this final case, and Theorem 7.11 is
proved.
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